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1. Introduction 

As I am sure most readers of this paper will be aware (although most super fund members 
are not) super benefits do not automatically form part of a member’s estate upon the death of 
the member. As such, a member’s will cannot deal with their super benefits1, unless the 
benefits are paid to the estate of the member. Rather the tools for dealing with super death 
benefits are binding death benefit nominations (BDBNs), reversionary pensions, and the 
control of the decision making process through the control of the super fund trustee. 

This paper looks at the use of BDBNs and reversionary pensions and the interaction between 
the two. It also examines a number of strategies relating to their use. 

In this paper I have concentrated on the use of BDBNs and reversionary pensions in relation 
to self managed superannuation funds (SMSFs), although I touched on other superannuation 
funds, such as public offer super funds. 

All references in this paper are to the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993 (SIS 
Act) and the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Regulations 1994 (SIS Regs) unless 
otherwise stated.  

2. Who can receive death benefits? 
 
It is important to note that under regulation 6.22(2) of the SIS Regs, death benefits can be 
paid to a 'dependant' of the member or the member's legal personal representative (LPR).   
 
A dependant is defined in section 10(1) of the SIS Act to include the spouse of the person, 
any child of the person and any person with whom the person has an interdependency 
relationship (SIS Dependant). As an inclusive definition, a SIS Dependant will also include 
other persons who are financially dependent on the member at the date of the member’s 
death. 
 
A LPR is relevantly defined to include the executor of the will or administrator of the estate of 
a deceased person. 

3. In what form can death benefits be paid? 
 
Death benefits can be paid in the form of a lump sum or in the form of a pension. Lump sums 
can be paid to anyone who can receive death benefits.  Whereas, pensions cannot be paid to 
the estate, nor can they be paid to adult children who are not financially dependent on the 
deceased at the time of the deceased's death. 
 
Children can receive a death benefit pension if they are under 18, or if they are aged between 
18 and 25 and were financially dependent on the deceased at the time of the deceased's 
death or if they otherwise suffer from a disability. In relation to non-disabled children, the 
death benefit pension must be commuted on or before they turn 25, at which time the balance 
of the pension account must be paid as a lump sum to the child. 

                                                      
1 McFadden v Public Trustee for Victoria [1981] 1 NSWLR 15 
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4. Taxation of death benefits 

The taxation of death benefits depends primarily on two things, first whether the recipient is a 
death benefits dependant, and second the form of the death benefit (ie a pension or lump 
sum). 

“Death benefits dependant” is defined in the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 to mean:2 

 the deceased person’s spouse or former spouse; or 

 the deceased person’s child, aged less than 18; or 

 any other person with whom the deceased person had an interdependency 
relationship  just before he or she died; or 

 any other person who was a dependant of the deceased person just before he or 
she died; or 

 the payment to any person as a result of the member (who is a member of the 
defence forces or police) dying in the line of duty 

The following tables show there is a strong tax incentive to pay death benefits to a death 
benefits dependant. 
 
Table 1 - Taxation of lump sum death benefits 

 
Tax free 
component 

Taxable component 
(taxed in the fund) 

Taxable component (not 
taxed in the fund eg., life 
insurance proceeds) 

Death Benefit 
Dependants 

Nil Nil Nil 

Non-Death Benefit 
Dependants (eg., 
adult children) 

Nil Up to 16.5% Up to 31.5% 

 
Table 2 - Taxation of pension death benefits (only payable to death benefits dependants) 

 

Tax free 
component 

Taxable component 
(taxed in the fund) 

Taxable component not 
taxed in the fund 

Either deceased or 
dependant 60+ 

Nil  Nil 
Included in assessable 
income with a 10% rebate 

Neither deceased 
nor dependant 60+ 

Nil 
Included in 
assessable income 
with a 15% rebate 

Included in assessable 
income 

 

                                                      
2 Section 302-195 
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5. Death benefits and fund taxation 

The payment itself of a death benefit by the trustee of a fund does not cause any direct tax 
consequences to a fund, but the form of the death benefit can have tax consequences to the 
fund. In particular, a pension death benefit can have two tax advantages over a lump sum 
benefit. 

A death benefit that is paid in the form of a pension will result in the assets supporting that 
pension not being subject to taxation (if a segregated method is used) or that a pro-rata tax 
exemption will apply to the assets of the fund (if a non-segregated method is used).  
Whereas, once a lump sum death benefit is paid to a beneficiary, if it is invested outside of 
super, then those investments will be subject to tax in the ordinary way (the tax treatment will 
depend on whether the assets are invested in the name of the beneficiary, another person or 
another entity). 

Until recently, where the member had a pension interest at the time of their death, there was 
a tax incentive that favoured reversionary pensions over other non-reversionary death 
benefits. This was on the basis of the ATO’s view that, absent a reversionary pension, a 
pension will cease upon death and therefore the super fund would go from “pension phase” to 
“accumulation phase”. The consequence of this view was that assets realised after the death 
of a pensioner, without a nominated reversionary pensioner, would potentially trigger capital 
gains tax.  This issue has now been remedied by legislation (see regulation 307‑125.02 of the 
Income Tax Assessment Regulations 1997 and the definition of superannuation income 
stream benefit), with the result that “pension phase” will continue after the death of a 
pensioner even if the death benefit is paid as a lump sum. This is provided that the death 
benefit is paid out as “soon as practicable”. 
 
The only remaining difference between the tax treatment of reversionary pensions and non-
reversionary death benefits is the treatment of insurance proceeds and anti-detriment 
payments. For reversionary pensions, if such amounts form part of the reversionary pension, 
then the taxable/tax free components will match the existing ratio for the reversionary 
pension. Whereas, for a non-reversionary death benefit such amounts are added to the 
taxable component (see regulation 307‑125.02). 

6. Binding death benefit nominations 
BDBNs can be thought of as a will for super benefits. They are a document prepared by a 
member that compels the super fund trustee to pay the member’s death benefits to the 
member’s SIS Dependant and/or LPR. 
 
What requirements must the BDBN meet? 
The only legislative requirements relating to BDBNs are contained in regulation 6.17A of the 
SIS Regs. The purpose of regulation 6.17A is to provide an exception to the general 
prohibition in section 59(1) of the SIS Act that prevents persons other than a super fund 
trustee from exercising a discretion of the super fund trustee. Regulation 6.17A permits a 
super fund’s trust deed to contain a provision under which the super fund trustee is compelled 
to pay a member’s death benefits in accordance with the member’s direction.  
 
In order to qualify as a BDBN nomination under regulation 6.17A, the BDBN must meet 
certain criteria; including that it must: 

(a) be in writing;  

(b) be signed, and dated, by the member in the presence of 2 witnesses, being persons: 

(i) each of whom has turned 18; and 

(ii) neither of whom is a person mentioned in the notice;  

(c) contain a declaration signed, and dated, by the witnesses stating that the notice was 
signed by the member in their presence. 
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In addition, such BDBNs expire after 3 years. 
 
Until recently, there had been some debate as to whether the requirements in regulation 
6.17A applied to BDBNs from SMSFs. This debate has now been settled, at least from the 
Australian Taxation Office’s (ATO) perspective, with the release of the Commissioner of 
Taxation’s determination, SMSFD 2008/33,. In this determination, the ATO has (correctly in 
my opinion) formed the view that the provisions in SIS Act and the SIS Regs4 do not prescribe 
the form or operation of a BDBN. 
 
Consequently, the form and operation of a BDBN relating to a member’s benefits in a SMSF 
will be governed by the trust deed of the SMSF. Importantly a SMSF BDBN does not need to 
expire after 3 years, but can operate indefinitely. 
 
What form and requirements must a SMSF BDBN satisfy? 
This will depend exclusively on the terms of the trust deed of the SMSF. This will include 
whether the SMSF offers the ability of a member to make BDBNs (as many older SMSF trust 
deeds don’t). 
 
Requirements could potentially include: 

 a particular form (often a schedule to the SMSF trust deed); 

 particular wording in the BDBN (eg that it says its binding); 

 delivery of the BDBN to the SMSF trustee; and 

 witnessing requirements. 
 
Some older SMSF trust deeds that offer BDBNs mirror or incorporate the requirements of 
regulation 6.17A, including the requirement that BDBNs lapse after 3 years. 

7. Case examples of BDBNs 
 
The following is a summary of a number of cases that have considered BDBNs. 
 
Donovan v Donovan – BDBN requirements 
The decision of the Supreme Court of Queensland in Donovan v Donovan5 is a good 
illustration of when a BDBN may fail.  In that case the member wrote a letter to himself as 
director of the corporate trustee of the SMSF expressing that it was his wish that his benefits 
be paid to his estate.  The SMSF trust deed granted the members the power to make BDBNs 
"in the form required to satisfy the Statutory Requirements". 
 
Two of the questions that arose during the case were whether the deceased's "wish" was a 
BDBN and whether the BDBN had to satisfy the SIS Act and SIS Regs requirements. The 
Court decided that the member's "wish" was not expressed to be binding and therefore it was 
not a BDBN.  The court also found that the reference in the trust deed to BDBNs satisfying 
the "Statutory Requirements" meant that the BDBN was required to satisfy the requirements 
of reg 6.17A SISR. As observed in the judgment that it is:  
 

"very understandable that a deed should specify a requirement in effect to comply with the form 
described in regulation 6.17A(6) out of an abundance of caution. The alternative would be to 
require the trustees or the member to take legal advice about [whether a purported BDBN is 

                                                      
3 Self Managed Superannuation Funds Determination SMSFD 2008/3 Self Managed Superannuation Funds: is there any 
restriction in the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) legislation on a self managed superannuation fund trustee accepting 
from a member a binding nomination of the recipients of any benefits payable in the event of the member's death? 
4 Specifically s59(1) and s59(1A) SISA and reg 6.17A SISR 
5 [2009] QSC 26 
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binding] and run the risk that their advice might turn out to be incorrect. Such an approach is 
uncommercial and unlikely." 

 
However, if the trust deed does adopt the requirements of reg 6.17A SISR it will potentially 
reduce the effectiveness of a BDBN as a purported BDBN will be defective if it does not 
comply with reg 6.17A SISR and could expire after 3 years.  It is therefore vital that the trust 
deed be reviewed before a BDBN is made.   
 
In most cases it is preferable that the BDBN provisions of the deed be less onerous than 
those in reg 6.17A SISR. 
 
Wooster v Morris – BDBN was valid 
In Wooster v Morris [2013] VSC 59 the second spouse and surviving trustee of a SMSF 
determined that the BDBN made by her husband in favour of the children from his first 
marriage was defective. 
 
Although whether the BDBN was valid was a question to be determined in the case of 
Wooster v Morris, the decision itself does not go into detail as to why the BDBN in question 
was valid. This is because that finding was made by a special referee whose findings were 
not made public. Rather, Wooster v Morris is really a decision in relation to costs of the 
proceedings. The Court found that the failure of the trustee to seek the Court’s view as to 
whether the BDBN was defective and not seeking the Court’s permission to defend the 
proceedings brought by the plaintiffs meant that the costs of the proceedings must be borne 
by the trustee personally and that she was not entitled to be reimbursed from the assets of 
the SMSF. 
 
The case is important for 2 reasons. First, it confirms that BDBNs are not infallible. That is, 
even though in this case the deceased had made a BDBN in favour of his daughters, the 
control of governing the SMSF remained with his spouse. It would have been better for the 
husband to have structured his SMSF to ensure his daughters controlled the SMSF after his 
death. For example, if he was the sole member of the SMSF. 
 
Second, it confirms that SMSF trustees need to consider seeking the Court’s review or 
permission if they are to make determinations in relation to BDBNs or to defend or commence 
proceedings. The risk of not taking such course of action is that a costs order could be made 
directly against the trustee/director of the corporate trustee. 
 
Ioppolo v Conti – BDBN had lapsed 
In Ioppolo & Hesford v Conti [2013] WASC 389 the deceased member had made 2 BDBNs in 
favour of her husband. Both BDBNs had lapsed. She also stated in her subsequently 
prepared will that her super benefits were to be paid to her children and not her husband. 
After the death of the deceased, the husband controlled the SMSF and in the absence of any 
binding directions determined to pay the deceased’s benefits to himself. 
 
Ioppolo v Conti is not strictly a BDBN case, as the BDBNs in question had lapsed after 3 
years in accordance with the BDBN provisions of the particular SMSF trust deed. Like 
Donovan v Donovan, this case is a reminder that the particular provisions of the SMSF trust 
deed must be reviewed in order to ensure a BDBN is effective and in accordance with the 
wishes of the member. 
 
It is also confirmed that the provisions of a will do not bind SMSF trustees and that legal 
personal representatives do not have an automatic right to be appointed as a trustee. 

8. Revisionary pensions 
 
Like BDBNs there are few statutory provisions governing the operation of a reversionary 
pension. Although there a number of references to reversionary beneficiaries in the SIS Regs, 
they are mechanical in that they substitute requirements relating to pensioners to also apply 
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to reversionary pensioners. The provisions relating to reversionary pensions will therefore be 
governed by the super fund trust deed and the pension agreement (if any).  
 
The notion of a reversionary pension encompasses a pension in which, after the death of the 
original member, the pension continues to be paid to a nominated reversionary beneficiary. 
That is, the pension does not cease upon the death of the original pensioner but rather 
continues to be paid to the reversionary pensioner as though that reversionary pensioner was 
the original pensioner. 
 
In that way a reversionary pension is akin to a joint tenancy where the asset (or in this case 
the pension) automatically transfers upon death. 
 
Limitations of reversionary pensions 
Although reversionary pensions generally work well for death benefits paid to spouses and 
minor children, they have a major limitation when death benefits are to be paid to the LPR or 
adult children. This is because, as noted above, pensions cannot be paid to the LPR or adult 
children (whether as a reversionary or a death benefit pension).  
 
In such circumstances, a BDBN will be required to ensure the death benefits, upon the death 
of a spouse, are paid to the LPR or adult children. Alternatively, the pension agreement could 
deal with the payment of the capital of the pension should there be no reversionary 
pensioners nominated. 
 
Another limitation is that only one reversionary beneficiary can be nominated to receive the 
reversionary pension. Generally, this is not a problem where the reversionary pensioner is the 
spouse but it will be an issue if multiple beneficiaries are to receive death benefits (eg a 
number of minor children). In such situations either a BDBN would need to be used or 
multiple pensions would need to be created, each with their own reversionary pensioner 
nominated (eg one for each child). 
 
A third limitation is that reversionary nominations must be made for each pension. You 
generally cannot do a holistic nomination to cover all pensions and reversionary nominations 
will not cover accumulation interests. 
 
A forth limitation is that the nomination of the reversionary will be lost if the pension is 
commuted. For example, if a member made a new contribution to the SMSF and decided to 
commute her existing pension so she could add it to her other benefits (from the commuted 
pension) then the previous nomination of a reversionary will be lost and a new reversionary 
nomination will be required. In addition, if a new pension is commenced, an existing 
reversionary nomination will not carry over to the new pension, rather a new nomination will 
be required. 
 
Whereas, a BDBN can operate over all benefits, including multiple pension and accumulation 
interests and will generally not be affected by the commencement or commutation of 
pensions. 
 
Advantages of reversionary pensions 
One advantage of a reversionary pension is that you can deal with multiple pension interests 
separately. This is discussed further below. 
 
Up until recently, there was a significant tax advantage in having a reversionary pension, as 
without one the super fund would switch from pension phase to accumulation phase upon the 
death of a pensioner. As noted above, this has been remedied by legislation. However, a tax 
advantage of a reversionary pension over non-reversionary death benefits remains, as any 
life insurance proceeds added to a reversionary pension will retain the tax components of the 
pension, rather than be simply added to the taxable component. 
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9. What takes precedence bdbns or REVERSIONARY pensions? 

Like many of the issues considered in the paper, the answer to which of BDBNs and 
reversionary pensions takes precedence in SMSFs, depends on the SMSF trust deed. Again 
there are no regulatory provisions which regulate this issue. 

In my experience, SMSF trust deeds will either: 

 expressly state that one takes precedence over the other; 

 provide that the one signed later will take precedence over the earlier one; or 

 be silent as to which takes precedence. 

Although it is clear which takes precedence in the first 2 examples, what about the third? 
Although the question has yet to be tested, in my view, a reversionary pension will take 
precedence regardless of the order of signing the pension document and the BDBN. This is 
because the reversionary pension will automatically transfer the pension to the reversionary 
pensioner. That is, the reversionary pension will not form part of the member’s death benefits 
for the BDBN to attach to. 

This view has been cautiously adopted by the ATO in the following extract from the minutes of 
the March 2010 NTLG Superannuation Technical Sub-group: 

There are no SIS Act or SISR provisions that are relevant to determining which nomination an 
SMSF trustee is to give precedence where a deceased pension member had both a valid 
reversionary nomination and a valid BDBN in existence at the same time of the member's 
death. 

While section 59 of the SISA and Regulation 6.17A of the SISR place restrictions on 
superannuation entity trustees accepting BDBNs from a member, as explained in SMSF 
Determination SMSFD 2008/3 the Commissioner is of the view that those provisions do not 
have any application in regards to SMSFs. 

In the absence of relevant provisions in the SISA or SISR, the issue of which nomination takes 
precedence is one which would need to be determined by reference to the governing rules of 
the fund under which the nominations are made, general trust law and any other legislation 
which may be relevant. 

However, we would suggest that a pension that is a genuine reversionary pension, that is, one 
which under the terms and conditions established at the commencement of the pension reverts 
to a nominated (or determinable) beneficiary must be paid to the reversioner. It is only where a 
trustee has a discretion as to the beneficiary who is entitled to receive the deceased member's 
benefits and the form in which the benefits are payable that a death benefit nomination is 
relevant. It must be remembered that section 59 of the SIS Act and regulation 6.17A of the 
SISR are necessary because of the general trust law principle that beneficiaries cannot direct 
trustees in the performance of their trust. 

10. “Life interest” pensions 
The use of “life interest” pensions is increasingly being considered by SMSF members, 
especially in the case of blended families. Under a “life interest” pension, upon the death of 
the initial member, a beneficiary (typically a second spouse) is provided with a death benefit 
pension or reversionary pension for their life. Then, upon the death of that beneficiary (ie the 
second spouse), the remaining capital of the pension is paid to children or the LPR of the 
initial member. This has the advantage that the initial member can ensure that their second 
spouse is looked after during his/her life and that any remaining capital stays with the initial 
member’s family. 
 
The “life interest” pension is to be contrasted with a “standard pension” in which the remaining 
capital must be paid to the beneficiary’s SIS Dependants or LPR. 
 
Does a “life interest pension” breach the SIS Regs? 
The biggest question mark in relation to the “life interest” pension is whether it complies with 
regulation 6.22 of the SIS Regs. That regulation relatively provides: 
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6.22  Limitation on cashing of benefits in regulated superannuation funds in favour of 
persons other than members or their legal personal representatives 

(1) Subject to sub regulation (6) and regulations 6.22B, 7A.13, 7A.17 and 7A.18, a 
member’s benefits in a regulated superannuation fund must not be cashed in favour of a 
person other than the member or the member’s legal personal representative: 

 (a) unless: 

  (i) the member has died; and 

  (ii) the conditions of subregulation (2) or (3) are satisfied; or 

 … 

(2) The conditions of this subregulation are satisfied if the benefits are cashed in favour of 
either or both of the following: 

 (a) the member’s legal personal representative; 

 (b) one or more of the member’s dependants. 
 
The key question is whether, upon the death of the beneficiary/reversionary pensioner, the 
terms “member’s benefits”, “member’s legal personal representative” and the “member’s 
dependants” only refer to the beneficiary or whether it can also refer to the initial member. 
 
In my view, these references can relate back to the initial member under a “life interest” 
pension provided the documentation effectively compels the death benefit in 2 parts. That is, 
a life interest to the beneficiary and a reversion interest to the initial member’s dependants or 
LPR, in that the initial member’s death benefit is paid to the initial member’s dependant and/or 
LPR. 
 
The alternative view is that, upon the payment of a death benefit pension to the 
beneficiary/reversionary pensioner, the benefits belong to that beneficiary. Consequently, 
upon the death of the beneficiary the benefits can only be paid to the beneficiary’s dependant 
or LPR. 
 
Given the uncertainties in relation to the application of regulation 6.22, it would be prudent to 
advise any SMSF members entering into such a situation of the risks involved or to seek 
specific advice from such an arrangement from the ATO before entering into the 
arrangement. 
 
What else should be considered for a “life interest” pension? 
In addition to the regulatory issues, there are a number of practical issues in relation to a “life 
interest” pension that must be considered. These issues relate to the ability of the beneficiary 
to access of the capital of the life interest pension. This could be done in a number of ways, 
including: 

 by commuting the pension and taking the capital as a lump sum; 

 calling for 100% of an account based pension to be paid in a particular year; 

 amending the deed and pension documents to remove the requirement to pay the 
remaining capital to the initial member’s dependant or LPR; 

 rolling over the life interest pension to another fund to commence a new pension 
without such restrictions. 

 
In order to protect the purpose behind the creation of a “life interest” against such actions the 
following could be considered: 

 prohibiting the commutation of the pension; 

 imposing a maximum pension draw for each year (eg it could be fixed at the 
minimum pension level or a specified amount about the minimum); 
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 preventing the amendment of the provisions relating to the pension and 
preventing the amendment to the pension agreement; 

 prohibiting the rollover of the “life interest” pension out of the SMSF; 

 the introduction of a “guardian” position. 
 
In relation to a guardian role, the guardian’s consent could be required before any of the 
above actions are undertaken. For example, the pension could not be commuted without the 
written consent of the guardian. 
 
Unlike the persons who undertake the role of the SMSF trustee/director of the corporate 
trustee which are regulated by section 17A of the SIS Act, there are no regulations on who 
can be in a guardian role. For example, the guardian could be the initial member’s LPR or 
dependants.  

11. Disability pensions 
 
For members with disabled children there are a couple of options in relation to death benefits 
that are not available to non-disabled children. 
 
Option 1 - death benefit pension to a disabled child 
The first option is that the age restriction on paying death benefit pensions (whether as 
reversionary or as a new death benefit pension) does not apply to children who have a 
disability. Disability, for this purpose means a disability of the kind described in subsection 
8(1) of the Disability Services Act 1986.6  
 
This has the advantage of being able to retain the benefits in the super fund after the death of 
the parents for the life of disabled child. Additionally, the benefits will be concessionally taxed 
(ie the taxable component will either tax free if the deceased member or disabled child was 
60+ at the time of the deceased’s death or otherwise taxed at the child’s marginal tax rate 
with a 15% rebate). 
 
Once the pension commences to be paid to the disabled child, the child will become a 
member of the super fund. Consequently, section 17A of the SIS Act will require, unless an 
exception applies, that the disabled child become a trustee or director of the corporate trustee 
of the super fund. If the child is unable (because of age or incapacity) or unwilling to become 
a trustee or director, then the child’s legal personal representative must be appointed in that 
child’s place.7 Legal personal representative is relevantly defined as “the trustee of the estate 
of a person under a legal disability or a person who holds an enduring power of attorney 
granted by a person”.8 
 
Option 2 – special disability trust 
The second option is to pay the death benefits to a special disability trust. A special disability 
trust has a number of tax and social security advantages, including: 
 
Tax advantages 

 undistributed income of the Trust is taxed at the beneficiary’s personal income tax 
rate, rather than the highest marginal tax rate which can apply to the undistributed 
income of other trusts; 

 a capital gains tax exemption applies for any asset gifted to a Special Disability Trust 
– the contributor of the asset does not pay tax on any capital gain derived during 
ownership; 

 the capital gains tax main residence exemption applies to a Special Disability Trust 
that owns a residence occupied as the main residence of the beneficiary; and 

                                                      
6 regulation 6.21(2A)(b)(ii)(B) 
7 section 17A(3) 
8 section 10 
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 the principal residence capital gains tax exemption continues after the death of the 
beneficiary, if the residence is disposed of within two years. 

 
Stamp duty concessions (in Victoria) 
Stamp duty does not apply to a transfer of land to a Special Disability Trust from an 
immediate family member of the beneficiary of the trust. 
 
Social security concessions to the contributor 
Contributors to a Special Disability Trust who receive social security benefits and are 
immediate family members of the beneficiary are entitled to a gifting concession of up to 
$500,000 for each Special Disability Trust to which they contribute. Gifts made to a Special 
Disability Trust up to this amount are not taken into account in assessing the contributor’s 
assets. 
 
Social security concessions to the beneficiary 
In applying the social security asset and income tests to the beneficiary of a Special Disability 
Trust: 

 Assets of the trust up to $609,500 (as at 1 July 2013 indexed annually) are not taken 
into account; 

 The value of a right or interest of a trust in the principal home occupied by the 
beneficiary is not taken into account; and 

 Income of the trust is excluded from the income test assessment unless it is 
distributed. These asset and income concession amounts are in addition to the 
assets and income that a beneficiary is entitled to have and receive under the social 
security tests.  

12. Splitting death benefits to different beneficiaries 
In circumstances where there are beneficiaries with different tax consequences (eg a mix of 
dependent children who will receive death benefits tax free and adult children who will have 
the taxable component of a death benefit taxed at 16.5% or 31.5%) there can be tax 
advantages in allocating different member death benefits to different beneficiaries. Generally, 
for the purpose of calculating the tax free/taxable components, all of the member’s benefits in 
a fund are treated as one superannuation interest.  This is so even where from a trust law 
perspective, or administrative perspective, where the benefit in different accounts could be 
treated separately. 
 
This means that although the fund trustee may be able to deal with interests separately, 
unless a pension interest exists (as discussed below) the tax free/taxable components of 
each benefit will be the same.  For example, a member may have two separate accumulation 
interests, one which is segregated to the “family group’s business real property” and another 
to which the remaining assets of the fund are allocated.  These interests, if permitted by the 
fund’s trust deed, may be allocated to different beneficiaries (for example the real property to 
the daughter who works in the business and the remaining assets to the son who doesn’t) but 
the tax free/taxable components of those death benefits will be the same. 
 
One exception to this rule is the creation of a pension benefit.  As outlined above, each 
pension benefit will be treated as a separate superannuation interest and will have its own tax 
free/taxable components proportion.  That unique proportion is calculated at the 
commencement of the pension and is fixed for its life.  
 
This exception can create tax planning opportunities for death benefits.  This is best 
demonstrated by an example.  
 
Case study 
Chris is aged 60 and is a widower with 2 children, Ben and Sarah. Ben is aged 28 and is 
independent.  Sarah is aged 8.  Chris wants to be able to pay his super benefits of $900,000 
to his 2 children equally but in the most tax effective way. 
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His benefits are made up of an entirely taxable component.  Chris does not intend to make 
any further contributions into his super fund in the next 3 years.  Chris has retired and takes 
out a lump sum of $450K.  Given that he is aged 60+ the benefit is not taxable.  He then 
commences a pension for his remaining $450K of benefits in the fund.  This pension (Pension 
1) will be made up 100% of the taxable component taxed in the fund.  Chris then 
recontributes the $450K of benefits back into the fund and immediately commences another 
pension (Pension 2).  This pension will be made up 100% of a tax free component. 
 
Chris could then prepare binding death benefit nominations which provided that if Sarah was 
a death benefits dependant at the time of Chris’ death then Pension 1 would be paid to Sarah 
(and be tax free) and Pension 2 would be commuted and the resulting lump sum would be 
paid to Ben. The lump sum to Ben would also be tax free (because 100% of Pension 2 is tax 
free). 

13. Bringing children into a SMSF 
 

Anecdotally, it appears as though more people are considering introducing their children into 
their SMSF.  As a succession strategy, it can be used as an alternative to BDBNs or 
reversionary pensions or as a way to protect that the BDBNs are complied with. 
 
For example, if the intention is that a member wants his benefits to go the 2 children of the 
first marriage, rather than his second spouse (who he will benefit through his estate), then he 
could consider bringing the 2 children into the SMSF with him and his second spouse. That 
way, they would be in a position to control the payment of death benefits if trustee decisions 
were made on 1 vote per trustee/director basis. In addition, if he had made a BDBN in favour 
of the children, they would be in a position to ensure that it was followed. 
 
Although death benefits payable to adult children must be paid out of the super fund as a 
lump sum, the children could contribute those amounts back into the super fund as 
concessional or non-concessional contributions (subject to the contribution caps). 
 
Bringing the children into the SMSF can also give the flexibility of retaining a lumpy asset, 
such as real estate in the SMSF. This can be shown by way of a case study. 
 
Case Study 
Ben has $1.5 million of benefits at the time of his death. The SMSF assets include cash, 
shares and a $900K commercial property, from which his two daughters Laura and Rachel 
operate their business. Ben left a BDBN stipulating that Laura and Rachel are to receive 50% 
each of his benefits. Laura and Rachel would like to keep the property in the SMSF, but the 
SMSF trustee is compelled to pay out Ben’s death benefits as a lump sum. 
 
Laura and Rachel could each make a non-concessional contribution to the SMSF of $450K 
each ($900K in total). This additional cash could be used (along with the other cash and 
share assets of the SMSF) to pay out the $1.5 million death benefit, leaving the property in 
the super fund. This option alleviates the need to transfer the property out of the SMSF (and 
potentially contributing it back in) and the potential duty consequences.  
 

* * * * * * * * 


